DSS Release 1.3.1

General Availability: 2018-10-25

Overview

LRZ Data Science Storage (DSS) and DSSWeb Self Service Portal Version 1.3.1 introduces invitation acceptance and Globus CILogon DN registration for non-MWN IP addresses.

New Features

DSS System Layer
- None

DSSWeb Self Service Portal
- Access Management
  - Invitation Acceptance is now handled via a new web application that is hosted on a world-wide accessible web-server
  - Globus Credential Registration Service is now handled via a new web application that is hosted on a world-wide accessible web-server

Resolved Issues
- None

Known Issues and Limitations
- Create/Update/Delete of container NFS Exports is currently only possible via a service request on the LRZ Servicedesk.
- Restore of backed-up/archived data is currently only possible via a service request on the LRZ Servicedesk.
- DSSWeb can only be accessed from within the Munich Scientific Network (MWN).
- DSSWeb Webinterface may not work correctly when opened in multiple browser tabs.
- After accepting an invitation or doing the first time Globus registration, it can take up to two hours until the user is enabled for the Globus platform.